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About the Founder & Principal Consultant 

HTHT Advisory Services Pte Ltd 

The Pioneer in Islamic Estate Planning & Wealth Management 

 

Sadali Rasban is the author of Personal Wealth Management for Muslims, Joint Tenancy 

in Muslim Law, Estate Planning for Muslims, Dying Intestate, Joint Tenancy: The Shariah 

Perspectives, Muslim Law in Wealth & Estate Transfer, Critical Analysis of AMLA in 

Estate Matters, Nazar (Vow) & Hibah (Gift) and two Malay books entitled “Isu-Isu 

Harta Pusaka” and “Joint-Tenancy dalam Hukum Syariah”. His English books are 

currently being used by students in the International Islamic University of Malaysia 

(IIUM), financial advisors in Singapore and Malaysia and as training material by 

organisations and financial institutes both in Singapore and Malaysia. 

 

An outstanding professional, he has an engineering background and has been a 

financial practitioner for sixteen years (since 1993) while moving into training and 

consultancy. He specialises in the use of financial tools in Personal Wealth 

Management™, especially for Muslims, Estate Planning and Zakat Planning™ and 

has shared his knowledge and marketing skills with financial advisors in Singapore. 

His interest in the training and consultancy field has led him to set up his own 

company, HTHT Advisory Services Pte Ltd, in 1997. HTHT specializes in the areas 

of Islamic Estate Planning and Wealth Management and is the Pioneer in this field.  

 

Using HTHT as a platform to change and educate the Muslim society, especially in 

Singapore, Sadali engages in the challenging task of introducing innovative ideas 

and tools to the Muslim community to better serve them in planning for their 

wealth, their family, their future and their hereafter in accordance with the Shariah. 

 

Sadali is committed to professionalizing the financial services industry and has 

shown his commitment to the mission by earning professional and academic 

qualifications in the engineering and financial planning field. Among others, he 

holds a Diploma in Islamic Law from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), the 

FChFP designation conferred by the Insurance and Financial Practitioner Association 

of Singapore (IFPAS), a Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance from the Islamic 

International University of Malaysia (IIUM) and a Master (with distinction) in 

Business Administration (Financial Services) conferred by Canada’s Vancouver 

University as well as the Chartered Wealth Manager designation from the American 

Academy of Financial Management (AAFM). 

 

In addition to his consultant work in Shariah Law, Islamic finance, estate planning  

and writing books, Sadali also conducted training, workshops and seminars to the 

public and to financial advisors on matters related to estate planning, estate 

distribution and zakat. Besides being invited on several occasions to give talks at 

conferences, he has also been prominently featured in Berita Harian, the Sunday 

Times, Channel News Asia and written articles for magazines such as IFPAS 

Coverage, mosque newsletters and AMP’s Karyawan.  


